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the game begins on the bottom floor of a casino,
where a pair of mini-bosses tear the place to
pieces, including trashing the hotel rooms, pulling
down the toilets, and sending bats flying across
the ballroom, which causes a small explosion.
when you finally get the guards to open the door,
a massive fight explodes into the corridor, and
another mini-boss in a helicopter lands in the room
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ahead of you. bond crouches in the corner, shoots
at the helicopter gunner and turns it into a flaming
wreck, but before he can move into the corridor,
we're taken to the next cutscene. the helicopter
turns into a jet and james bond proceeds to blow it
out of the sky, by launching a missile to collide
with the fuselage. the film's opening credits and
title screen also make an appearance, showing the
007 logo on bond's chest in profile against a gold
background. between each cutscene there's a
shower scene where bond gets soaked. the
sequence that ends the casino sequence is
particularly interesting: bond is lying on a bed in a
darkened room, and he suddenly wakes up. he sits
up, and as he does, a boat appears in the window
with a man on a ladder, who opens fire with a
machine gun. bond throws a grenade onto the
ladder and then tosses a spinning flash-bang at
the man. when the smoke clears, bond is lying on
the bed and a woman is kissing him. the fight
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begins in the hotel with another first - a flying car
hurtles through the window in the lift, where it is
swarmed by giant wasps and crashes on the
ballroom floor. the scene switches to the miami
airport, where bond and mathis take out an
undercover agent using a nearby idling helicopter,
then to a boat on the water near a pier where the
fight begins. it ends with bond and mathis in a car
fight with bond shooting the driver repeatedly as
he tries to escape.
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the developers consider the cutscenes, graphics
and gameplay to be the main selling points of the
game, and they have improved them considerably
from the game's fan remaster. in particular, most
of the target motions and animations have been
overhauled so that there's a better selection of
realistic firearm effects and a wider range of poses
for bond to put his gun in when firing. also for pc,
there's an oldie but goodie, a new james bond set
in 1990 on the streets of london. it contains two
additional levels, a complete new car (the aston
martin db5), all of the weapons, new music
(shocking! a bond film featuring songs by the
legendary david arnold!) and even the actors
come back in some scenes. it just has to be said: if
there had been a minimum requirements list for
this game, it would have been a complete disaster.
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for starters, the 3d engine crash, which needs an
ati or nvidia card and windows vista sp1 or
windows 7 to work. so, unless you are a true bond
connoisseur, go buy the software development kit
before you start running around with 3d objects
and guns. oh, and it requires steam to play, so it's
not even playable offline. but, thankfully, unofficial
patch takes care of almost all of these problems in
seconds. first of all, it doesn't crash, doesn't need
an ati or nvidia card (needs a intel cpu of 2500 or
better), doesn't need vista sp1 or windows 7 and it
runs just fine on my old pc. more importantly, it
doesn't need steam either. the cars come straight
from the film quantum of solace. it includes both
the older and the newer aston martin db5. the
other cars have a cgi look, but it's worth noting
that they don't come equipped with armed guards
as in the film. 5ec8ef588b
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